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Serre [8; 9] has established the rudiments of a dictionary for 
translating the language of projective modules into that of vector 
bundles. With this point of departure we have attempted to adapt 
some of the results and methods of homotopy theory to certain 
purely arithmetic and even noncommutative settings. Detailed proofs 
of our results will appear elsewhere. The authors are very grateful to 
Albrecht Dold who has educated them on the relevant parts of bun
dle theory. 

We first recall briefly the topological setting which our theorems 
parody. [X, Y] denotes the homotopy classes of maps of X to F. If 
ƒ: A—>B induces homotopy isomorphisms in dimensions Sr and if X 
is a finite CW complex of dimension ^ w , then one shows easily (see 
[10, Appendix]) that [X, A]—>[X, B] is surjective for r^m and in-
jective for r>m. As special cases we have 

I. [X, Bow]—*[X, Bo(r+i)] is surjective torrent and injective for 
r>m\ and 

II . [X, 0(r)]—>[X, 0 (r + 1)] is surjective for r^m + 1 and injective 
for r>m + l. 

Here Bo(r) is the classifying space of the orthogonal group 0(r) . 
The classification theorem [ l l , §19] says that [X, B0(r)] represents 
the functor, [(equivalence classes of) real r-plane bundles over X ] , 
and then the map in I is obtained by adding a trivial line bundle. 
Moreover, the argument in [ l l , §18] shows that [X, O(r)]/wo(0(r)) 
represents the functor [real r-plane bundles over SX] , where SX is 
the (reduced) suspension of X. 

Atiyah and Hirzebruch [l ] define a functor K*(X) = K\X) ®Kl(X) 
as follows: K°(X) is the Grothendieck ring of vector bundles over X. 
Choosing a base point gives K° an augmentation, and XX(X) is then 
the augmentation ideal of K°(SX). Thus I and II above define a 
kind of stable range for K° and Kl respectively. 

Now let R be a commutative ring, X its spectrum of maximal ideals, 
and À an i^-algebra finitely generated as an jR-module. We require 
only that X be what might be called a "Zariski complex," i.e. that 
each closed set be a finite union of irreducible closed sets (see [4, 
§3]). I f P i s a A-module and # G X then Px is the localization of P 
at x; we say /-rank P^r if Px contains a A^-free direct summand of 
rank r for all x. Note that P is required to be neither projective nor 
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finitely generated. The following two theorems are a strong transla
tion of I above. 

THEOREM 1 (SERRE, see [8] or [4]). If f-rank P > d i m X then 
P ^ A 0 P ' for some P'. 

THEOREM 2. Suppose P = P0Ç&M with PQ projective of f-rank 
> dim X. Then if Q is finitely generated and projective 

Q®P^Q®Pf=*P9EP'. 

Observe that if /-rank P > 2 dim X then by Theorem 1 P auto
matically has the form required for Theorem 2. 

Next we define i£*(A) = K°(A)^K1(A). K°(A) is the Grothendieck 
group of finitely generated projective A-modules. In defining K1, as 
well as in proving Theorem 2, we use notions visibly borrowed from 
J. H. C. Whitehead's theory of simple homotopy types [12]. Let 
A(t) denote the group ring over A of an infinite cyclic group generated 
by t. If P and Q are A(j)-modules we call them "nomotopic" if there 
is a A-isomorphism ƒ : P—>Q for which f~~H~lft is in the commutator 
subgroup of the A-automorphisms of P . This said, let 2£*(A) be the 
Grothendieck group generated by homotopy classes of A(2)-modules 
which are finitely generated and projective as A-modules, modulo 
the relations given by short exact sequences. Disregarding the action 
of t gives a (split) epimorphism i£*(A)—>KQ(A) whose kernel we call 
KKA). 

PROPOSITION. X X ( A ) is naturally isomorphic to the Whitehead group 
GL(A)/[GL(A), GL(A)], GL(A) being the infinite general linear group. 

If we let Er(A) denote the subgroup of GLr(A) generated by the 
elementary matrices and E(A) =lim—>Er(A) Clim_»GLr(A) = GL(A), 
the elements of E represent essentially the "simple homotopy equi
valences" in Whitehead's theory, and he proves [12] that E(A) 
= [GL(A), GL(A)]. Thus, our KX(A.) is GL(A) reduced modulo (sim
ple) homotopic triviality. In this light Theorem 3 below is an (in
complete) transcription of II above. 

One of the principal reasons for not taking the Whitehead group as 
the definition of Kl(A) is that , for purposes of relating the X-theory 
to the Brauer group of R [2] it is essential that K depend only on 
the category of A-modules, and not specifically on A. 

THEOREM 3. Suppose dim X^m. 
(a) For r ^ m + 1, GLr(A) is generated by GLw4i(A) and Er(A). 
(b) If r>m + l, Er(A) is normal in GLr(A). 
(c) If r £ 2 ( m + l ) , E r(A)= [GLr(A), GLr(A)]. 
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The inadequacy of this theorem amounts to the following 
PROBLEM. If r>m + l then does 

GLr(A) H [GLr+1(A), GLr+1(A)] = [GLr(A), GLr(A)]? 

If À is a division algebra then m = 0 and the affirmative solution of 
essentially this problem, together with Theorem 3, constitutes Dieu-
donné's theory of noncommutative determinants [5]. 

Finally, if ƒ : A—>T is a ring homomorphism a relative K°(f) (cor
responding to bundles over the mapping cone) can be defined by a 
procedure like that for K1, and it fits into an exact sequence 

K\A) -» Kl(Y) -» K°(f) -* K°(A) -> K°(T). 

There is, of course, a good deal more structure present, of which we 
mention that K°(R) is a filtered "X-ring," and i£°(A) is a filtered 
K°(R)-module, with nitrations vanishing beyond dim X. 

Two basic problems in these matters are: (1) What are the projec
tive k[Xu • • • , Xm]-modules (k a field)? (See [8] or [9, p. 243]). 
(2) Determine K*(ZTT), TT SL finite group, or, more generally, i£*(A) 
with A an order in a semi-simple algebra over Q. When A is a maximal 
order in a simple algebra some work of Eichler [ó] permits one to 
describe K°(A) entirely in terms of the center of the algebra. In this 
number theoretic context our point of view suggests that the "units" 
(K1) are a kind of "suspension" of the functor "class group" (K°). 
Our results quickly yield the following mild contributions to the 
above problems. 

THEOREM 4. If k is a setni-local principal ideal domain and 
R — k[Xi, • • • , Xm] then a projective R-tnodule P of rank r is free 
unless Kr^mf in which case P($Rm+l~r is free. 

THEOREM 5. Suppose A is free of finite rank over Z. 
(a) i£*(A) is a finitely generated abelian group. 
(b) [GLr(A), GLr(A)] is finitely generated f or r ^ 4 . 

Theorem 1 and an argument of Kaplansky [7] suggested also the 
following transfinite analogue of Theorem 4, which is proved in [3]. 

THEOREM 6. If R is commutative Noetherian and spec(jR) is con-
nected then a projective R-module is either free or finitely generated. 
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